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RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY ON SIMPLE MOLECULAR

SYSTEMS AT VERY HIGH DENSITY*

D. Schiferl, R. LeSar, and D, S. Iloore

Los Ai~os National Laboratory
Los .41arnos. ?iew hlexico, CS.+ 87545

INTRODUCTION

\Ve present an ovemiew of how Raman spectroscopy is done on simple molecular
substances at high pressures. Rarnan spectroscopy is one of the most powerful tools
for studying these substances. It is often Phe quickest means to ex lore changes in

rcrystal and molecular structures, changes m bond strength, and the onrmtion of new
chemical species. Raman measurements have been made at pressures up to 200 G Pa
( 2 \lbar). Even more astonishing is the range of temperat ~-es (4-WOO K ) achieve[l
in various static and dynamic (shock-wave) pressure experiments.

One point w particularly wish to emphasize is the need for a good theoretical
~Inderstandin to properly interpret and use experimental results, This is particularly

ft rue at ultra- igh pressures, where strong crystal field effects can be misinterpreted
HS incipient insulator-metal transitions.

W’e have tried to point out. apparatus, techniques, and results that we frrl ~r~
p,art icularly noteworthy. We have also included some of the “oral trad.it ion” of high
])rrssure llaman spectroscopy — useful little things that reuely or never npp~ar in
Ixint, Because this field is rapidly expanding, we discuss a number of exciting new
t ec~iques that have been informally communicated to us, especially those that seem
to open new possibilities.

T1lEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Raman apdroscopy allows us to determine some (but usually not all) of the
vibrational kquencies of molecules in crystals or fluids. The key points for our
I)lwposes are:**

1. The energies of vibrational modes are quantized.

2, The electric field E of light incident on the sample induce’ a dipole p accor(ling
to

P =oE ,

* This work pcrformrd under the auspices of the U ,S. Department of Energy.
‘• Interestinq!y, one does not need much more than the Im.tehones t hrory prrsmlt~’d

in these four points to get started. This makes Rarnan spectroscopy an rxmllrrlt wny
to intrmlucp new stuchnts to the h.igh. prmsure laboratory with publishnl]lv l)roj~v’t~
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where a is the polarizability tensor of the sample.

If a particular vibratiorml mode modulates the polarizability t.heii it can couple
to the light incident on the sample.

The resultant coupling causes an incident monochromatic photon of energy
E = hUP to lose or gain Im arno. ,nt of energy hfl corresponding to a vibrational
quantunl.

~lore I.”,etails of the interaction processes involved are discussed in the section
on Raman Techniques below. To interpret librnan spectroscopy data, it is necessary
to understand how the vibrational modes arise in a molecular crystal, a topic which
is intimately entwined with elementary group theory.

The behavior of the molecular vibrational modes in a crystal depends on:

1.

9-.

3,

Molecular structure (molecular symmetq )

Locai static environment (site symmet~)

Dynamical couplings (factor group)

kVe start with the isolated molecule, which can be naively considered to be a
system of masses connected by springs, The standard techniques of classical me-
chanics can then be used to determine the equations of motion of the atoms, 1 Th~
dynrunical (or force constsmt ) matrix is set u

J
and solved and the solution yields

the normal modes of vibration of the molec e. In a normal mode, all the atoms
simultaneously reach their posit ions of maximum displacement and at some other
time also simultanecnwl pass through their respective equilibrium positions, Erwh

Ynormal mode has a sing e well-defined frequency. The number and nature of normal
modes depends on the molecular syrn.rnet ry, For a molecule of X atoms. there ar~
3S-6 normal modes if it is non-linear and 3N-5 if it is linear (no rotation abo~~t the
molecular axis ). The frequencies of the normal modes may all be different; or some
Illny be the sine, either accidentally or because of sym.metxy-related degeneracy,

}Ve rannot o much furth,er without applying elementary group theory, IVP
shall not go into f etail here, however, since there are several excellent introductions

1‘5 \Ve will instead give n simpleto group theory ss applied to molecular symmetry.

f
rxarn Ie, that of a water molecule. In Fig. 1, we show the symmetry operations t hat
t r,mu orm the atoms (in their equilibrium positions) of a water molecule back into

t lwmselves, These operations include mimcw planes (denoted by ~t, ) nnd a two-fold

!(XZ)



Table I. Character table for point group C2,,.

C2,, I C2 a“(xz) U:,(yz) Optical .$ctivity

.4 ~ 1 1 T. crrrqa~y. a:z Rarnan ir

.42 11 -i -1 R, ~;y Rarnan -
D, -1 1 -1 “ (l*= Raman ir
B2 ; -1 -1 1 :;:% (YY, Raman ir

rotation ( C2 ). The list of all such symmetry opera~ions makes up the point grmlp,
in this case C2U.

l~hen the atoms of the molecule vibrate, each normal mode breaks the sym-
metry of the molecule in a particular way. The character table for a point group
indicates how the cordiguration associated with the displacements of each normal
mode transforms under the symmetry operations of the point group. The displace-
ments and frequencies for the normal modes must be calculated from the dynamical
matrix; the cannot be determined from group theory. Group theory can, howx=mr.

c1’he used to etermine the number of modes of each symmetxy type, as well as whether
these arc Raman or infrsred active or optically inactive.3

If’e continue with the example of water, as shown in Table I and Fi . 2. The
number of normal modes in 3N-6 = f3 .3-6 = 3. Comparison of the tram ormation
properties listed in Table I and Fig. 2 shows that the VI and V2 modes both have .+ I
symmetry while V3 has B1 symmetry, * .411three modes are both Rarnan and infrnrrd
il(’t ive.

Several other interest ing factg about group theory are illustrated by this rxnm -
ple. .+ particular molecule nmsd not exhibit normal modes of all the possible sym-
met ries permitted by its point group. In Table I the notation T-, etc., in column 6
indicates the symsetry properties of translations along the x-axig, etc. Similarly
II ~, rtc., indicate thu symmetry properties of rotationg about thr x-axis, etc. Tlw
components of the polarizability tensor a, which change during the vibration. arc
listed for each symmetry species in the seventh column. In order to he Raman-
nct ive, a normal mode must be associated with at least one of these components. 3 [n
(m{er to be infrared-active, a normal mode must be associated with Tr, TV, or T2 in
f“olllrnn &~@*

\Ve ~hall be mainly concerned with linear molecules such M X2, 02, or C().
wtlich belong to point

YE
ou s Dmh or C=v. For historical rewms the notation for

the symmetry elements or t ese point gToups involves the use of capital Greek lrwtms.
wllic}] are also used for the electronic statco of the same symmetry in homormclww
f!intornic molerulea. Hollas2

\
ives character tables for D+ and C=V which rrlat~’

the Greek Ivttrr notation to t e Roman letter uotation used for all the othm lmi[lt
qrollps,
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Fig. 2. The displacements for the normal modes of H20 and their
transformation properties under the point group C2. symmetry
operations, I, C2, OJXZ), a~(Yz).

\Vhen the molecules assemble to form a crystal the situation becomes more
complicated. The normal modes in a molecular crystal can be cor.sidered to be of
two types:

internal modes, that is to sa , the modes that m-e also pre:jent in the isolated
fmolecule. These are often re erred to as vibrons.

external modes, which are also called lattice modes, that involve relative me
tions of entire molecules. These can be subdivided further into librons (onen-
tat ional motions) and phonons* (center-of-mass motions).

For most of what follows, we assume that the internal and external modes are
in fact separable and that we are dealin with classical systems. We also assume that
internal modes ( vibrons) can be treate J as perturbed free-molecule vibrations.

kVhen a molecule i~ put in a

the symmetry of the environment.
of these changea: how many new
they are Rarrum or infr~ed active.

lat t ice the (internal j modes change according to
Group theory allows us to predict many aspects
modes, the symmetry of these modes, whether
Group theory cannot predict the intensity of the

spectra or the magnitude of splittings or shifts in the frequencies of the modes,

The changea in the modes depend on:’ ‘a

Site symmetry: the static crystal field of the site that the molecule inhabits.
Here we treat the single molecule as vibrating in the mean field of surrounding
rigid molecules.

Factor Group: the dynamical, resonant, intermolecular vibrational couplings
( vibrational excitom), which depend on ti,e factor group of the tryst al. Thv
factor group is the space group without the translatimml symmetry, i.e.. it
is something like the point group of the unit cell IUAdtrlls how parts (If t hr
CPII are r~lated to each other .4 The splittings and shifts thnt arisr from thvw
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resonant interactions are also called Davidov splittings or vibratimlcd excitcm
splittings.4’6

\Ve shall not go into detail here about how to calculate the correlation diagrams
that tell how vibrations in the free molecule change with the site symmetry and
factor group symmetry of the crystal. There are useful books that go into this in
some detail. 7 Suffice it to say that it is really quite simple, and, if one follows the
in. srructions carefully, is almost foolproof even for those who know little group theory.
lye shall talk about one example: a diatomic molecule in an ordered fcc structure.
For this discussion, we neglect a number of subtleties such as overtor,es. hot hands,
and couplings between modes. The analysis is made e~ier by the k = O selection
rule for Raman and infrared spectroscopy in a crystal. We should note that while
the international symmetry notation for the symmetry of a space group of a crystal
is generally more useful than the Schonflies notation, the latter is more 1lseful in

group tb.’’wetic analysis of vibrations since the factor group is_the point grf LIIpupon
which t:. .Schonflies notation is b~ed.~ For instance, the PP3 structure is given in
Schonflies notation by T: and the factor group is just T~.

Nit rogen in its low-temperature, low-pressure st ructure has four molecules per
unit cell with the centers of mass in fcc positions and the orientations along the \-arious
body diagonals. e The structure has a Pfi space group ( #205 in the International
Tables for Crystallographyg) and the x-ray determination gives the molecules in the
4a positions: From the Internatiorml Tables, the site symmetry for the 4a positions
is given as 3, which is & in the Schonflies notation (there are tables that give the
conversion between the two notations). As noted above, the space group in the
Schonflies notation is 2’6 so the factor group is T~. In Table 11we show the comelation
diagram as consttucte a with the tables and procedures from the book hy Fatelev
et al.’ The basic procedure is as follows. First, find th:: cor~elation between t h:
modes with their Dm~ symmetries and the site symmet xy S9. This step has the
complication that the correlation tables do not have the D=~ to S6 correlation.
However, we can see, for instance, that the internal vibrational mode of X; symmetry
correlates to an A Ig mode in ~eh symmetry which then correlates to an .4~ mode in
Sti symmetry. The same procedure can be followed fcr the rotations ( l?= and RY with
~~ symmetry) and trrmslations (E: for translation along the bond T,, aud Il. for
t randat ions perpendicular to the bond, TZ and TY). We see that the modes Me not
split by the site symmetry. We follow the same procedure to see how the modes in the
site are fiected by the resonant interactims by findin the correlation betwmm Ss

fand the factor group Th. The internal vibrational mode vibron ) is split by the factm-
group interactions into two modes, a single AS mode ~d a triply-degenerate ~~ m~d~.
Similar splittings are seen for the rotationa (librons) and trm.slations ( phcmons ), with
the number in parentheses indicating how many modes of that symmet~, The final
step is to examine a character table for the factor group (Th ) and see what mm!w+
are Rarnan and kksred active, as discussed above for the water mol~cule. From this
analysis we sea that in solid nitrogen in its a structure there should be two Raman-
;wtive vi brom, three Raman-active librons, and three infrared-active phoncms.

As we noted abnvc, group theory is very useful in that it t~lls ils a!mllt tht’
number of modes, symmetries, and optical activities. It tvlls 119u[)tllitlg nt)ollt !Iw
frequencies of the vibrationa, the intensities of the transitions. m whet !m t hrre lnity
lJe accidental degeneracies. To understand these things, more rompliratcd ;ma]ysrs
tl)iit include the magnitudes of the interactions must t~e (lone, .At zmo tmnlwrnt.lirr.
for vxarnple, lat t ice dynamics calculat ion9 cm be preformed.10 ont= r{a.n, l~(nv(’vw.
(d~tnin a sense of the physics by adopting a simple mmm-field approach to (.id(.lllitt~’ tIIP

shift in the vi bron frequency due the static sitr potrnt ial ml(l t 11(v1allow for r~’w~llitl]t
coll~)lings to give the factor-group split tii~gs. For cl)[lvrniw~r~~, wr will r~’strll.t ~lllr
~lisrllssi(m to (Iiatomic molrcuhw.
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Table 11. Correlation diagram fora-N2 Space Group Pa~ (T:).
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The interaction potential between two vibrating &atomic molecules z and j can
be written as a Taylor expansion in powers of the bond length as416

where Rij is the vector connecting the centers of mass of the molecules, Q, and 0, are
the orient at ions of the molecules, and ri and r j are the instantaneous bond Iengt h.
The derivatives are ewduated at the equilibrium bond length, r., of the molecules.
The terms of the form

(*)r.r’+(*),.rJ+;(*),ar’+;(y)r@r:+’”
describe a field in which the molecules vibrat~, including these terms, appropriately
averaged over all the molecules in the system, with the intrarnoleculm vibrational
Potential

where k and g are gas-phase force constants, gives a static-field vibrational potentinl
from which a static, site-shifted bond length and frequency can be determined. If
mcdr=cules in a crystal lie in different sitm, then they will sw different environn~ents
(and ma-y show (Iistinct vibrational frequencies. The terms of the foxm

()m:,
ar,ik, ,,r,r, +....



the molecules and the factor-group shifts and splittings. \Ve will not go into [kti~il
here about how to calctdate either the static-field site shifts or the dynamic factor-
group splittings; those are well treated elsewhere.’

There are a couple of points that should be made before we leave theory and
start the experimental techniques. First, group theory analysis can be very useful
in distinguishing between possible structures on the basis of a Rarnan (or Infrared
or both) spectra. If the group theory states that a molecule in a certain crystal
structure should show, for instance tru :.c ,pimnon/libron lines and the spectra shows
four, then the assumed structure is not likely to be comect. Later we shall discuss
how such an analysis aided ifi the identification of a low-temperature structure in
solid X2 under pressure. Since the development of a correlation diagram is not
difficult, there is no excuse fol not doing it. The final point is that the factor-group
shifts can be quite large, in fact as large or l=ger than the site shifts. 11 Since the
factor-groilp shifts are due to resonant coupling between the molecules, they can
be turned off by changing the fundamental frequency of the molecular vibrations
through isotopic dilution studies. ~16The frequency shifts of a &lute H2 molecule in
D2, for instance, would be due to the site shifts and would. to fist order, contain
no factor-group component. Thus. isotopic dilution studies can be very usefui in
distinguishing between the different types of interactions.

RAMAN TECHNIQUES

*

Spontanmus Raman Scattering (COORS) is the simplest Rarnan technique to
understand as well as to use. It is also the least expensi~”e to set up. COORS is
described in detail in a number of standard references,3’3 so we will not go into great
detail. Fig. 3 shows a schematic view of the COORS process for a diatornic molecule.

,.-

Fig, 3. COORS: The curve represents the vibraticmal pott~lltial rn-
t=rgy function for a diatomic molecule (in the electronic ground
state), The heavy arrows denote the incident hwer energy. Tile
light arrows denote the Rarnan-scat tereti radiation. The- vihra-
tionrd level quantum number is t’, The left diagram represents
the Stokes case, and the right one is for the .4nti-Stokes c=e.

● C~mlInoti Ohi Or(hntuy Rmnan %attm-ing, the acronym spells the nanw of :~
Colorntlo hwr fnrnous for the water in it.



If the Raman-scattered
frequency

Raman-scattered light
quency

light loses energy it is called Stokes radiation and has angular

Us=*’p—n . (1)

which gains energy is called anti-Stokes radiation with fre-

The ratio of the anti-Stokes to Stokes intensities
is given by:3

(2)

(away from an electronic resonance)

(-hf2/kT) (3)

where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is absolute temperature. .At room temper-
ature and below, usually only the v = O level is significantly populated, and only the
Stokes line has significant int ensit y.*

In general, COORS signals are quite weak. However, they can be readily ob-
served from samples in diamond-anvil cells and have even been observed in shock wave
studies. *2 For static experiments, the sample is typically contained in a diamond-anvil
cell with suitable apertures to allow the light to get in and out. Monochromatic light
from an argon or krypton laser is passed throu

f
a plaama line filter and then i’o-

cussed onto the sample with a short focal lengt objective. The COORS signal is
collected with another objective and focussed onto the slits of a spectrometer. The
signal is collected with a photomultiplier tube or Optical Multichannel .4nalyzer.
Data collection is done automatically with a personal computer or the equivalent.

The first- and second-order COORS spectra and fluorescence of the diamond
anvils can interfere with the COORS signal from the sample. The diarnoncb should
be carefully selected for low fluorescence according to the prescriptions of Sharrna and
Adams. 13 The interference from COORS signals (aa well aa fluorescence) frl n the
diamonds can be minimized by carefully desi

r
ing the illumination and CO1?ction

optics. The best design that we are aware o has been described by Herrdey and
coworkers. 14

In the diamond-anvil cell, COORS can be performed over an extremely small
area of the sample, typically 1-30 pm in diameter. T cis is important for studies at
the highest pressures where the samples are small (-30-50 pm diameter) and the
pressure gradients are lar e.

f
For example, the pressure dependence of the vibron

&oq~;;ies of nitrogenls’l and hydrogen 16 have been studied to over 170 GPa with

The COORS signals generally become waler, broader, and harder to collect at
very high (and more non-hydrostatic ) pressures or very high temperatures. At low
temperat urea, they are more intense, especially the low frequency (O <450 cm-1) ● *
modes.

The optics for collecting the signals from samples at high pressure and simulta-
neous very low or very high temperat urtw are constrained to be less than ideal. The
fact that the diamond-anvil cell is in a cryostat or oven means that longer focal length

“ COORS si nala can sometimes be greatly enhanced by Resonance Rarnan Scat-
%Sterm (RRS). R

7
takes place when the frequency UP of the laser is close to one of

the e ectronic or vibrational transitions of the molecule. The resonance regions for
the Stokes and anti-Stokes lines do not coincide. Thus, for a given

that the anti-Stokes line is much stronger than the Stokes Iine. s

● * Conversion factors:
lev= lm?q ~ lo-4~~-l

1 ,.m-l = 10-7/nm

Wp, it is possit~le



Icnses are required. Consequently, the laser spot is larger (~30 pm) and the COORS
signal is less efficiently collected, both owin to the reduced f-number. Also. propor-
tionally more fluorescence from the d~arnon L is collected due to the increased depth
of field. Tile geometrical difficulties can be reduced by using very compact cells, sllch
as the llerrill-Basset t 17 design. Their small size makes them easy to cool or heat as-
well. They have also proven to have impressive pressure capabilities ranging froml ~
30 GPa at 4 K tolg 1S GPa at !300 K.

The COORS signal can also be improved by turning to an appropriate l-er
line, since the intensities go up as ~he l~er frequency is increased. However, other
choices of the liner line may greatly improve the ratio of the signal to the Liamond
fluorescence background for a particular vibraticm mode and set of diamond ar.vils.

20 CO) vellow or red light is required to prevent phoro-In some cases (fo: instate, -
chemical reactions.

COORS has ahso been used in shock wave experiments, mostly on explosive
molecules but also on water. 12 The small COORS cross-sections are particularly
import ant in shock-compressed materials where t he thermal radiat ion background
may be large. The intensities may be improved by using ultraviolet lasers. alt bough
this increa~es the risk of inducing backgrounds due to fluorescence or photochemically
produced species. 21

Stimulated Rarnan scatterin is a coherent scattering process that occurs when
3the incident laser intensity excee s a threshold and generate~ a strong directional

(forwards and backwards) beam at the Stokes frequency. 21 A large fraction of pump
intensity can be converted.22 Stimulated R.aman scattering has not been, to our
kr,owledge, used in diamond-anvil cells, but waa the fist coherent Rarnan technique

23 This technique has several major dis-to be used in shock-compressed samples.
advantages which keep it from general use in either static or dynamic experiments:
large incident laser powers are required and not all molecules have cross-sections large
enough and line widths narrow enou h. Only the lowest threshold trimsition in the
condensed sample produces a s@rmL

F,

Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy (CARS) is the most important of
the coherent Raman techniques for studies on simple molecular materials at high
pressure. The chief advantage of CARS is that is provides strong signaIs* with little
interference from backgroun& due to fluorescence or thermal radiation. Compared
to COORS, CARS is much more difficult and expensive to perform, but when large
signal strengths or short data collection times (as in shock wave experiments) are
cmcial, it is the preferred method. CARS haa been extensively used in shock wave
studies, and k beginning to be used in diamond-anvil cells now. Already the Rarnan
spectra at the highest temperatures2”2s as well as at the highe~t pressuresze have
been obtained with CARS.

The theory of CARS is described by a number of authors. 22,27,*LI we give only

an out!ine of the process here, much of which is derived from the excellent article by
Tones, et al.27 Two hi h-intensity pulsed laser beams with angular frequencies WPand

fJ~ are focu.ssed toget er in the sam le.
{

As discussed below, non-linear effects dlw
to the strong fields caus~ mixing of t ese frequencies to generate photons of angular
frequency

u~, = 7&p —u, . (4)

● Up to 105 times those ;ivailahle with COORS.
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CARS: The curve represents the vibrational potential energy
leveldia axnfora diatomic molecule inthe electronic ground

rstate. T e symbols have the same meaning as their counter-
parts in Fig. 3. The wide arrow (u..) denotes the coherent
anti-Stokes emission.

These are emitted coherently as a well-defined beam.*

This process always produces a signal even in the absence of vibration modes.
However, the efficiency of conversion drastically improves when the difference ~P –
W~ + Q where Q is a molecular vibrb!ion frequency, The pumping process is schemat-
ically illustrated in Fig. 4. Experimentally, the difference UP - WOis swept. usually
by varying w,; the output intensity l(ua,) is the CARS spectmm.

In contrast to the other forms of Raman scatterin discussed above, CARS h=
1the further complication that the propagation vectors . and kP must be carefully

aligned to get any resonance signal at all. The magnitude I ki 1= w,n,/c, where J, is
an angular frequency n i is the refractive index and c is the velocity of light. Because
of dispersion in the sample np # n, # na,. The four waves must satisfy momentum
conservation as shown in Fig. 5.**

In high-pressure experiments, however, the indices of refraction are, largely un-
known. The angle 8 between kP and k- must then be vtied until sweeping ~P - UJ~
produces the desired resonance. A tunable dye laser can be used to vary w,, accord-
ing to the sch~ shown in Fig. 6. Alternatively, a brmui-band dye ker may he
used as depicted in Fig. 7. In this case, only the correct value of w, for resonance is
picked out of the broad band.

In shock-wave experiments, the broad-band dye I=er is used so that the tuning
to resonance is essentially automatic.*** In static experiments, however, the tunable

● Other combinations such as 3WP - U3, 9-P + w, ~ W3, etc., are also rreatwl.
but these are not important for CARS.

*• Calculations oft he conversion efficiency for focussed bearna depend crit icd.ly on
the nature of the beam profiles, Even the qualitative results can he (Illite
different ,27

*•* The problem of determining the angle # is overcome by usin “sloppy”” hearns.
Econtaining the TE$lO1 (doughnut) mode aa well as the gaussian T JIOO. The olltpllt

intrnsity is about 2070 of that expected for an optimal setup.



Fig. 5. CARS: Nfomentum cunsemation diagram,
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Fig. 6. CARS: usin a tunable dye laser. The frequency U, is varied
Suntil it mat es the resonance conditions u, = UP —!2.

dye laaer has the advantage of much greater intensity at the value of w..

The analysis of CARS data, even at the simplest level, is considerably more
complicated than for COORS. To be ‘n with, curve-fitting is generally reqltired to

fobtain tiie value of f) from the raw C RS data. The peaks in a CARS spectrum are
not cent, red on UP + fl as in anti-Stokes COORS, but are shifted. It is necessary
to discuss some further details of the CARS process to show the main causes of the
peak shapes. We begin by expandin the polarization P of the sample in a power

fseries in the electric field strength E: 7

P = X1E+ X2E2 + y3Ea+ , (~)

where the y i are the electric WMceptibilit y coefficients, Only y ~ concerns us here
because the CARS intensity IAS is proportiomd to I s

k!!
2, [n general y3 is a tensor

[Jf rank four, but we can treat it as a mhr if all the - elds are paxallel.

Fig. i. CARS: with a broad-band [lye lnser.



Fig. 8.

The effect
reason. even in

Behavior of y$ and y:, thedispersive andabsorptive parts of
~~e’, respectively.

of an intense E-field on matter is to polarize it non-linearly. For this
substances without vibrational resonances Y~ is real and Dositive.

When ‘vibrational levels are present, the conversion efficien~~ incre=s g~eat ly as
up - w, ~ ~ due to changes in the susceptibility. The susceptibility is therefore
usually written a9

13 = y;’” + Y:R , (6)

where ~~e’ is the contribution to y3 from a resonmce and ~jvR is the non-resonant
contribution. In the vicinity of a resonmce,27’20

(7)

where ~~k is the peak third order susceptibility and r is the half width at half
maximum. Thus, .y~es(w) is a complex quantity which can be written as

where ~L(w ) and \ ~ are the dispersive and absorptive parts of ~ jps(w ), rt=spectiwly.

Then CARS intensity is therefore

()
2

- d + 2y;,y[R + (Yp)2 + (Y”)2 . (9)

The behavior of X$ and Y(, the dispersive and absorptive parts of \ ~“, nre
s!lown in Fig. 8. Because y~ swings from negative to positive at resonance, t h~’
crosstmn ~jya‘VRin E . (9) introduces a strong asymmetry in IAS, This is Ivhy thr

1CARS peaks We shifte from the positions found in COORS, Actual data annlysis is
rven more complicated becauae it is necessary to deconvolute the profile of the hwr
illtensi :y M a function of frequency nnd also to consider the spectral rmponse of t hr
dete(. tion system,

The rmw CARS sppctnlm for henzme at P = 10,6 GPR and T * iYNl K is
SIIOW1l ill Fig, 9, along With the intmlsity protileof the Immdhruld ~ly~ hum, TluI
f’t%(’t!qof tile ~ \ \ N R crr)ss-tmm and t hr intensity profile of the dye Insrr cm clwwly
Iw mm,
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Fig. 9. CARS spectmm for shock-compressed benzene at
10.6 GPa,29 Upper spectrum is the broadband dye laser spec-
tral profile. Lower spectrum is CARS peak convoluted with
the broadband rcdile. The approximate’ position of the ccwre-

{spending COO S peak is denoted by the arrow.

hnpulse-Stimulated Raman and Brillouin Scattering ( ISRS and ISBS, rm wc-
Jtive!y ) me two very new and promising spectroscopic techniques whirh ghoul be

mptwiall useful k high- temperat u,re diamond-anvil CPIIS.30 The t wci techniqum nr~
rvssential y the name, differin only in timescales, To date, the most emphasis at

i?nigh prtwure ham k on I BS, which we shall dkcusa here, though some ISRS
spectroscopy haa km done.31

IN ISBS, a pulsed (*30 pa) laser beam is ~plit into two beams which me si-
t]lultnnmmsly brought into a sample at a fixed, well. detmmirwd angle #, ~q shown
in Fig. 1(), The two “excitation” beams are “focused” to a fairl !mrge spot dmit

Y200”~inlin (Iiarneter, Because the two beams have a fix~d phaae re ation, itltmfrr~nrr
frinqm form, These interfmence frinqes induce mstanding acoustic wnve in the mm )Ir

\Iwrntm local heating or Awt rostfict Ion* is greatest ~t the ~lect ric field mnximn. T liq
st.nn(ling mmustic wavt CM smve M an acoustic grating in the snm 1P, (rottl wllirllrnnothrr, tim~-delnyed, lmcr pulse can be wattmml, Ily nwmlrinq t w nlnplitll(lp tjf
t lie w’nttcring (tf this secondary prcbe puhse as a functum f~f time (Irlny nftrr t )w {’x



Fig. 10. Schematic view of ISBS in a diamond-anvil ct=ll.

cit at ion pulses are turned off, t hr frequency and wavelength of the standing wave can
be dcterrnined, from which the sound velocity can be calculated. In Fig. 11, rcs~dts
from a recent study on methanol are shown at ambient pressure and at 3 G Pa.3z
The increase in sound velocity with pressure is apparent from ~hat figure, From the
relation of sound velocity to pressure, the equationa of state of methanol and ethanol
were determined.

T!~ere are a number of advantages to the use of ISBS over normal Brillouin
scattering techniques. First, because the wavelength of the excitation pulses and
the angle between them are known, the index of refraction is not needed, Second,
the problem of h~vin a very weak signal near a strong hw.er pulse is not present,

feliminating the need or fancy signal processing,

APPL1CATIONS

Rnman spectrcmcopy haa been pciformed on a large number of simple mrk-

IIlnr sllbstancea u high prmmues, including H2,1e120 N2,13’lo11e 02,33 F2,34 C12,35
Br2,3fi -30 12,30 C0,20 COa,40’41 N20,42 N204, 43 N!: 3;4,2U4:I:cs;;: r ‘;O::v-’;;s :::
XH3, 47 H20, ‘2 Has,48HC1,49 HBr,sO and H:.’: i i
spectroscope on only two molewlar materiale at high pressures, nitrogen an’d hydre

Jgmt, md o y nitrogen in detail. Nitrogen and hydrogen provide examples of most of
the kinds of spectroscopic information available, Nitrogen WM the ●rliest of t hews
Inntrritds to be studied with Rarnan s ectroecopy in a diamond-anvil cellsz and hns

rI1OWIwen studied over a greater area o P-T space than any other molecular material.
The Rarnan studies on Na illustrate the power of the technique for determining phase
(Iiagrmns and even ( u

J
to a point) cr d structures and molecular ordering. The

Raman data for N2 r00 providec a c ear CUM for the need of a careful thwretirtd
t rrnt mt-mts of the relation between the pressure dependence of the vibron frrq~wn.
rirs mnd chnnges in bond strengths and possible insulator- met.d trmwitions. This is
rrurinl for usin the LN2vibron shift M a spectrosco ic pressure scale ~t high trmpw-
nt.lww, \Vc sh J1 rdiscuss ( briefly) some recent resu ts on hydrogen at high prrw~mw
ill light t)f its pousiblc insulator. metnl trnmition.
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Time-domain diffraction data for methanol in a diamond-anvil
cell at room temperature. J2

At room temperature above about 2.3 GPa, NJ freezes into the d - .Y2 (cph )
structure. s~ whose Raman spectrum consists of a single vibron peak. Above 4,5 GPn,
the appearance of two well-separated vibrons is the first hint that the Rarnan spectra

52 Sin le-crystal x-ray diffractionof Y2 at high pressures is complex and interesting,
tstructure determinations show that N2 at this pressure as a new cubic structure:

b- .\’2 with space group Pm3n. 54 In this structure, which is essentially the .415
structure, * the X2 molecules are located at two distinct symmetry sites and exhihit
two distinct types of disorder, as shown in Fig. 12, The VI vibrons are from the
spherically disordered molecules and the V2 vibrons are from the ancake disordert=d

Fmolecules. As determined by Rarnsn spectroscopy, the & - IV2 ( m3n) strllctllre i~
stnble in the vicinity of the melting cume up to at least 18 GPa and 900 K. 19

The A 15 structure is known to distort into a variety of lower symmetry stnlc-
tures with suitable small changes in P,T conditions, In the case of i’J2 the distortions
r,nn occur aa the molecules of 6-N z become ordered ei t her nt very low temperat lmw
(m much higher pmurez, The study of these phaae transition with Raman spec -
t rosropy demonatmtea the power of this technique.

\Ve start with the behavior of nitro en at about 15 K, Above 2 GPa, a pair
of vihrons appear just M in the caae of i -Na. However, seven external modes of
lmvcr frequencies also appear. The Rmnan spectra, along with theoretical stnlct~lrnl
ro.lclllations and a few reasonable aasum tions, were rnou h to prmiict thnt this

\ #[ow-tcrnpmature distortion (now called c-, a) of the 6-Na ( m3n) structure dnlt)st
wrttinly had space group Mc.



Vibron Raman Peaks Pm3n Sfructcre

Fig. 12. 6-S2 at 424 K and 18,4 GPa. The Pm3n structure has ?Jt
molecules with two distinct types of disorder at different site
symmetries, Tho vl vibrons are from the spherically disordered
molecules at the body-centered positions (dark circles), and the
V2 vi brons are from the pancake disordered molecules on the
faces (open symbols).

In the original work,ss the comelaticm dia rams of the F’m3n cubic structure of
36-FJ2 as well as cubic, rhombohedral, tetragon , and orthorhombic distortions were

considered. For each distortion the centers of the molecules were located at sites with
symmetries that were subgroups of the 6C D2 ) and 2a(TA ) site symmetries in b- ~2.9

\only structures with the same number o molecules per unit cell were considered;
supedat tices were excluded. * We are interested in the highest symmetry st mcturm
consistent with the Rarnan data. Of course, depending on the magnitude of the
(Distortions, any lower symmetry :;tructure may also be a possibility.

The hi h-symmetry space groups to consider are: Pm3n, Pm3, (cubic) R3c,
P4~/mmc, f ower symmet

7
structures allow so many external modes that they

[
appear consistent with an ata, in the absence of line intensit calculations. Space

J’group Pm3n can acccwnt or only four of the seven external mo es, and can therefore
be ruled out,** Space group Pm3 can allow nine external modes, but the VI peak
should split because it arises from two different sites la (T~ ) and lb (T~ ), T’he
fitct that the VI peak is not s lit keg njt conclusively ride out Pm3, but it should

7mnke I~s very suspicious, PAz mmc can be ruled out because the symmetry rt=qllirm
inefficient packing,

The IKlc !;tructure may have eight Rarna.n-active external modes, NO other

spnw group comes as ~:lose to the obserwed seven, ‘The vibrons shmdd he it~dist in-
gtlishable from those ixl 6-IV2 ( Pn13n), ~ observed, Theoretical calculntionss6 NISO

—. .

* This assumption turns out to be appropriate here, but is probably not rorrwt
for t lit: fiistortions occurring at very high pressures at 300 K,

** Grollp theory for site 6C ( D1~ of Pm3n) also predicts two V2 ~’~’nks itlston~l {}f
tlm (me that is actually observed. This is not a difficult problem, Eitl~cr of the pPIIkS
r(MIl(l [w ~xtrwnely weak, or the two may be unresolvable. This sitlmti(m pmwists for
n]l t ~Icslibgroups of Djd rnccxmterml in the powibh! (listortioris of t hc ~-~t st nlct Ilrf’.
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Nitrogen ~~ibron spectrum at high pressure and room temperat-
ure, Solid circles from Ref. 15, and open circles from Ref. 16.
The originkd ruby pressure scales used respectively by the au-
thors are reported here without alteration, although it is clear
that some reconciliation is required.

indicated that FQc was the most stable structure for 7N2at 2 GPn, For these reasons
R~c was the favored structure. * It should be noted that the structure could be deter-
mined this well with Raman data because it was closely related to a known structure
and because theoretica! structure calculations strongly favored it. TIIP need for close
experimental and theoretical collaboration is a theme that arises again and again
wit.h nitrogen, as well as with hydrogen.

Further increases in pressure at 15 K cause another interesting transition start-

#
in at about 21 GPa, The V2 vibron splits, while the external modes sre only weakly
a ected. The new structure is unquestionably a small distortion of S-N2 ( R3c ),
probably rhombohedral. Here theoretiml calculations could not give a new stable
structure, and while space group R~c is the best choice consistent with the splitting
of V2, it is by no means conclusive, It is interesting to note that the crystal fielcis
cm induce such a Iar e spl!tting in the V2 vibron while the external modes are only

fr.,m-ierately perturbe .

We turn now to the Raman spectra of solid N2 at the highest pressures yet
nttnined, as shown in Fig, 13, At about 20, 65, and 105 GPa three new transitions
take place, These can be discerned by splittings or changes in the shapes of the
Ilfiman-active vibron peaks. While the new structures are not yet known completely,
t hey Ue most likely distortions of the J-i’J2 ( Pm3n) structure and they are clearly
fiiflerent from the low-temperature distortions discussed above,

A feature that haa stirred considerable speculaticm is the brmu.i tn~imum in
t,hc rnnge 60-80 GPa in the lowest frequency vibron, What is the rrm,se of this
maximum? It is certainly possible that this maximum may be associntwl with t!w

rventual dissociation of the N2 bond, Theoretical calculations have estimated thr
l)rwwure necessary for such a dissociation to be under 80 GPa,3” The shift in th~
absorption spwtrurn, 39 which is accompanied by dramatic roh~r changes, to pinkish
I)rown ad finally wry dark brown, is mmsistent with major rhangm in the (’lrctronlc
str~irture nnd thus with n weakening of the diatomic Imnd, Jl(mwvw, st~ock WNV(’
oxlwrirt]cnts have shown n softening of the cmnprmsit)ility Above 40 GPa (M(! [nilch

● T)lis was st~twq[lently conflrrrwl by x-ray powdrr fiiffrm”titm, 57
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Fig, 14. Nitrogen vibron frequencies at constant pressure (7 GPa) asa
function of temperature, Solid squares are C-N2, open squares
are 6-NQ, solid triangles are $-N2, and open circles are fluid-N2,

higher temperatures ). ‘o On the other hand, the downturn may be due only to strong
fuctor group interactions, First of all, the downturn accompanies a structural tran-
sition and only affects a single mode. It is reasonable to assl\me* that the same
molecules participate in several of the Rarnan-active vibrons. In thaf .Jse, we ctm-
not argue that a decrease in the frequency of only one mode is di:~ to a weakening
of the molecular bond.

Fortunately, the question can bc decided experimentally with samples contain-
ing a few percent 1SN2 in 14N2. If the maximum in the lowest frequency vibron is due
to a bond weakening, the 1SN2 iinpurity modes will show the same qualitative behav-
ior as shown in Fig, 13, If the msximum is due to strong factor-group interactions,
then the corresponding vibron frequency for 13NI molecules will simply continue !0
increase because they are not resonantly coupled to the i4N2 molecules.

The behavior of the vibrons in N2 as a function of temperature at high pressur~
turns out to be very interesting and useful. The vibron in the fluid, as well as the
V1 vi~ron in 6-N2 ~d its distortions, provides the basis for a spectroscopic high-
-pressure scale which should be applicable from the lowest attainable temperatures
to many thousands of degrees Kelvin, Both experiment 1912’$JSand thcorysl ‘6Zshow
that there is surprisingly little temperature dependence in the vibrcms. Ill nddition,

* BccaIIse we do nut know the crystal structures, we are idso ignorant of the

rl~m~l]w of Ra”ilan. active vi bronic modes each molecule contribi~tes to, That (Iepends
~m ttm number of im.lependent symmetry sites that exist In the rnther c(ml)lirntc(i
11(*wstrtlcttlrm. It is conceivable that the molwvile associated with a purticlllnr sit(’
s)”mmetry forms conducting chains or clustms, n.lthougk we (10 not think tliis is Iilwly
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comparison of the V2 and fluid frequencies gives a tantalizing hint about the nature
of the orientational order to be found in the fluid along the melting curve.

The vibron frequencies of N2 as a function of temperature at a constant pressure
of about 7 GPa are shown in Fig. 14. There are a number of interesting features
in this figure. First, the peaks associated with molecules in the $-NQ structure
me clearly shifted from the other solid structures, The difference in frequencies
is a measure of the different environments the vibrating molecules feel ]n the two
structures, Also, while the higher frequency vl vibron in e- and t-N2 is strongly

temperature dependent, the lower frequency V2 vibron is essentially independent of
temperature, a behavior which persists in the fluid as weH, Indeed, there is a!most
no discontinuity between the U2 vibron in the solid and tl~at in the fluid. Since
there is a large change between the VI vibron and the fluid, the data imply that the
t’nvironment of molecules in the pancake-disordered sites ( U2) is more similar to t hat
in the fluid than that of the molecules in the spherically -(lisorderml sites ( VI ), Sinco
the cnvironrncnt depends on the local structure, these data indicut,e that tlw local
stricture in the fluid may be more similar to the local structure around tlie pancidw-
(Iisordered molecules than that around the sperically -disordered molecldm, R(vvmr,
\l{Jnte Carlo calculationsG2 support this v!ew, Comparison of the ~Jnir tiistrit~llt.io[l
flmctions for the fluid and the b-N2 solid show indeed that the str~lctilre of the tl~li(!
is n~uch more akin to that around the pancake-disordered molecules, The physics of
this phcnomenX is clvar. To minimize repulsion between the molt-mdtw in t 11(*flllifl,
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they line up in

Phase diagram
spectroscopy.

:(r)

of rutrog.m, determined mostly with Ramzm

a Parallel fashion, as do the molecules along the faces of the b-N z.-
structure (Fig. uj.

The use of shock-wave techniques opens the door to the study of materials
at very high temperatures. Recent work using C.ARS to study shocked nitrogen
reached temperatures of over 4000 K. The temperature was sufficiently high that
\’irrational levels other than the ground state were populated, In Fig, 15 we show
a typical example of the population distribution in an enharmonic potential at very
high temperatures. The data from the CARS experiment is shown in Fig. 16, The
experimental spectra are complicated by the presence of signal from both singly-
shocked and doubly-shocked samples, Compari~on of the temperature derived from
an analysis of the population distribution with that derived from an equation of
state indicates that the vibrons are in thermal equilibrium with the other modes in
the system. The split tings between the different transitions (O-1, 1-2 etc. ) provide
evidence that the overall enharmonic shape of the intramolecular potential does not
change much in shocked nitrogen,

\Ve end our discussion of N2 with the phase diagram shown in Fig, 17, which was
fie~mmined almost entirely with Raman spectroscopy, At relatively low pressures and
temperatures, the structures were determined by X-ray diffraction, B’s3’s4’s7 Howevm,
once the structures of c-N2 and 6-N2 were determined, Raman spectroscopy allc.ws
11s to describe the structure of ~-, q-, 0-, and L-N2 as distortions of these, 1s’s2’5s
Tlm meltin curve haa been followed further for N2 than for any other molecular

5sllbstancc. 1 Not all other molecular materials are as convenient for study with Ra-
rnan spe troscopy M nitrogen; however, the case of N2 shows what can be achieved.

The vibron (Q 1(1) ) band of pure hydrogen has been followed up to about 150
GPa with COORS1e and 200 G?a with CARS,28 WI shown in Fig, 1/3, T!w most
(lra.rnatic feature of Fig, 18 is the had maximum in frequency seen in Hl at abmit
30-40 GPa and in D2 at about 60-80 GPa. In pure H2, by 200 GPa the freqlwncy
of t IN vibron has dropped by about 3070 relative to the twphase valiiv. \lMIY

7lii~~~ speculated thmt this downturn is an indication {)f a so tening of the liytlr(]gw~
Ixm{l prior tO a predicted metal-insulator transition, ’163 Infrared sprctrn Ilp to W
C~Pa hmvmx=r a’ show several bands that increase in frca,mmcy with press\lrf*, IJIN’
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brnan frequency shift Av/v, where v is the ‘unperturbed fre-
quency, of the hydrogen vibron as a function of pressure. Solid
lines are COORS data from Bell et al (Ref. 16) and the solid
circle is from a recent CARS experiment by Yu et al (Ref. 26).
The dashed line is a freely drawn interpolation between the two
sets of data.

band, identified as the Q 1( 1) band,* may show some signs of leveling off by 54
GPa, but there is no indication of the sharp downturn seen in the Raman spectra.
AS for nitrogen, the question then arises whether the downturn is due to a change
in bond strength or, rather, to resonant interactions. Recent studies by Daniels
and coworkersGs using isotonically dilute H2 in D2 and D2 in H2 indicate that the
iownturn is due to resonant interactions. As would be predicted from an analysis

including the remnant interact ions, e the vibron peak associated with an isotonically -
dilute molecule tracks with the infrared transition which, in the case of an hcp lattice,
is the band center. Thus, the downturn does not indicate incipient bond weakening,
hut rather is due to dynamic couplings between molecules.

SUMMARY

W’e have tried to give a concise summary of some of the aspects that we feel are
i[nportant for Rarnan spectroscopy on sim le molecular systems at high densities.r\Ve certainly could not go into great detai about any aspect of the use of Rm-nan
spectroscopy; we hope, however, that we provided enough of a guide that someone
could get started to use this very important tool.

* This transition corresponds to the ure Vibron
infrared allowed (no dipole moment in an J z molecule),

nre responsible for its in!rareci signal. a

and would normally not IN’
Collisionally-induced (iipol~’s



There are a number of points that we would like to emphasize. First. hecatlse
Rarnan spectroscopy is relatively easy to use in a diamond-anvil cell, it is perhaps
the most important technique for molecular systems at high pressures. W%ile Raman
spectra cannot answer all questions about the structure and properties of a molecu-
lar system, there is much physics associated with the shifts in frequencies observed
at high pressures. As was discussed, the intermolecular interactions lead to the fre-
quency shifts and, indeed, these shifts provide a microscopic me=ure of the forces
between molecules. However, Raman data cannot be used reliably by itself: support-
ing information from theory or other experiments is necessary to fully interpret the
data. Since Rarnan data iu often the only data atilable at high densities, we urge
theorists to compare, as much as possible, theoretically predicted frequency shifts
with experimental data.
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